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The State of Hawaii Island $avings Plan—2020 NAGDCA Leadership Recognition Awards—Communication & Education
The relaxed culture and natural beauty of the environment in Hawaii can sometimes lead a person into a calm and passive
sense of security. However, the state also boasts an average lifespan of 80, the longest of any U.S. state and a cost of living
that is about 16% higher than the national average. When you combine these two factors, it becomes clear that saving for
retirement is arguably more important in Hawaii than anywhere else in the U.S.
Connecting with Participants Through the Ages
The State is one of Hawaii’s largest employers, with a section 457 Plan that is available to approximately 56,000 employees.
The ages of the employees span from their 20s to their 70s. Many employees find their lives too busy or with not enough
time to think about retirement planning, and therefore, no time to think about what their retirement income will be or
whether their savings will be enough. Not all employees will hear the message in the same way. There is a higher, but close,
percentage of employees in their twenties and thirties than those in their sixties and seventies, and employees in their
twenties may not respond to the same message as employees in their 60s.
Project summary
So how do you capture participants’ attention and make the communication meaningful to help them understand the
importance of building retirement security? The Plan determined that, to ensure employees truly know they can obtain that
sense of security in retirement, it must utilize an action‐based educational program that would be simple and relatable.
Execution
In designing the educational program, the Plan rejected a “one‐size fits all” approach and chose instead to tailor
communications and activities to best suit employees of certain age groups or distinct characteristics, such as:

For new hire employees and those just entering the workforce, the Plan held Employees’ Benefits Fairs in the
Spring and Fall of 2019 to promote the Plan and inform them of their benefits. Interactive activities, educational
sessions, fund manager informational tables, and one‐on‐one counseling engage employees and help them
understand their investment choices and financial basics of saving for retirement.
 For early to mid‐career employees, who are on the move and want information at their fingertips through mobile
platforms and instant messaging, the Plan geared its communications through:
o Online animated video presentations about the Plan that are brief, informative and fun to watch. An
additional animated video clip to explain the Managed Account service by Morningstar was added to the
Plan website;
o A Mobile App for on‐the‐go access to their Plan account was launched in 2019;
o E‐delivery to receive the latest Plan updates, newsletters, their account information, and announcements
such as the Go‐Green campaign launched in 2019, and;

o

A Financial Wellness Guide and portal that delivers information on ways to improve individual financial
wellness. The guide released in 2019 provided do‐able steps to better manage spending and set them on
track toward a secure retirement future.
For mid‐career employees and those nearing retirement, who may have different priorities and concerns about
retirement, the Plan offered a workshop entitled, “Exploring the Big Picture of Retirement Income”, to help them
understand and identify their sources of anticipated monthly retirement income and ways to estimate State
Employee Retirement System pension and Social Security benefits. The workshops which were conducted during
the Benefits Fairs stayed away from jargon but delivered a culturally relevant message through the use of props.
Humor, appropriate for the occasion, was employed to get points across. The use of props combined with local flair
drove home the idea that how one lives in retirement is truly a matter of choice, and that participants are in charge.
For employees who embrace the local, diverse culture and traditions of Hawaii, the Plan adapted its education
program to make its messages and themes culturally relevant, comprehensible, and positive. A custom
presentation, entitled “The Power of Ahupuaʻa,” was developed to remind employees of the “power” that was in a
lifestyle going back to ancient Hawaiians, and presented during the Benefits Fairs. The message references self‐
sustaining methods of fulfilling community needs – from catching fish to farming the land for sustenance.
Traditional customs and practices of old Hawaii were used to reinforce the lesson of preparing for the future and
retirement. Audiences were very receptive to these presentations and reacted positively.
For employees who do not have time to leave their workstations, the Plan introduced virtual one‐on‐one
counseling sessions in 2019 to provide flexible counseling sessions that enable employees to talk to a retirement
counselor through virtual one‐on‐one meetings on their personal or work computer stations. The scheduling of
remote meetings via innovative digital technology saves employees time and results in more employees taking
actions.
For participants who have recently retired or left employment, direct outreach calls began in 2019 by field
counselors who offer to review their Plan accounts and discuss options and the benefits of leaving monies in the
Plan.














Results
For the 2019 Summer Lunch‐n‐Learn Events, the Big Picture workshops produced 28 account reviews, 26
beneficiary updates, 27 contributions increases, 24 enrollments and 4 rollovers.
There were 311 hits on online video presentations in 2019.
The “Go Green” campaign measured 523 participants electing e‐delivery, for a 2.64% increase in participants going
paperless.
Just after the initial launch of the Financial Wellness Portal, approximately 4,000 Plan participants explored the
educational content through a digital format that continuously adapts to an individual’s interest, a solid start to
this new offering.

The Communication and Education initiatives focused on building a foundation to help inspire state and county employees
to take positive actions for their retirement and overall financial wellness. We are proud of the efforts and the results
achieved and hope you will also. Thank you for considering The State of Hawaii Island $avings Plan for a NAGDCA
Leadership Award for Communication and Education.
Sincerely,

Brian Moto
Chairperson, Board of Trustees
State of Hawaii Deferred Compensation Plan
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Click to watch:
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2323148/630B543E0132AAB07CF30A134960573B
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